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When a WINNER makes a mistake, he says “I was wrong”. When a LOSER makes a mistake, he says “It wasn’t my fault”.

A WINNER goes through a problem; a LOSER goes around it and never gets past it.

A LOSER is envious of winners and contemptuous of other losers; a WINNER judges others only by how well they live up to their 
own capabilities, not by some external scale of worldly success.

A WINNER knows when the price of winning comes too high; a LOSER is overly eager to win what he cannot handle or keep.

A WINNER makes every concession he can, short of sacrificing his basic principles; a LOSER is so afraid of making concessions that 
he hangs on to pride while his principles go down the drain.

A WINNER takes a big problem and separates it into smaller parts so that it can be more easily maniupulated; a LOSER takes a lot of 
the little problems and rolls them together until they are unsolvable.

A WINNER acts the same toward those who can be helpful and those who can be of no help; a LOSER frowns on the powerful and 
snubs the weak.

A WINNER'S saving grace is the ability to laugh at himself without demeaning himself; a LOSER privately deprecates himself and 
therefore cannot publicly afford to laugh at himself.

A WINNER feels strong enough to be gentle; a LOSER is never gentle- he is either weak or pettily tyrannical by turns.

A WINNER admits his prejudices and tries to correct for them in making judgements; a LOSER denies his prejudices and thus 
becomes their lifelong captive.

A WINNER has a healthy appreciation of his abilities and a keen awareness of his limitations; a LOSER is oblivious of both his true 
abilities and his true limitations.

A LOSER becomes bitter when he’s behind and careless when he’s ahead; a WINNER keeps his equilibrium no matter which 
position he happens to find himself in!

DEFENSE:
·         Do Not 'COMMIT' when they move the puck into our zone - let them make the mistakes
·         In the Defensive End, move the puck up the boards
·         Do Not 'PINCH' inside their Blueline and get caught
·         Do Not 'RUSH' the puck into their zone unless you have a clear scoring opportunity
·         Get inside their Blueline promptly to help keep the puck in
 
WINGERS:
·         Play your POSITION
·         Do NOT come into our corners
·         Cover their Point's
·         Stay in OUR zone until we are moving North
·         Move the puck NORTH at all times
·         Forecheck in their end
·         Move the puck towards their net when in their zone
·         BackCheck
·         Change promptly – ‘Tired’ Hockey Players are Worthless....!
 
Notice that the WINGERS have the most 'Disciplines' (above)......  
Solid 'winger' performance (discipline) is vital to the success of a Hockey Team!

Baldy’s Golden Rules

CENTERS:
·         "Talk - Talk - Talk" on the ICE 
 (who cares if the other team can hear us....!)
·         Help the Defense get the puck out of our Zone
·         Don't get 'caught' deep in their zone



Never/Blue Team Ever/White Team

Coaches: Joey Melikant & Je� Zdunek

Special Thanks to...
Andrew Baldridge and the other coaches & referees... and all of the 
past, present and future never evers that make this program 
happen.

Eric Wright - 6

David Drwila - 9

Nick Thompson - 18

Matt Trumble - 22

Rebecca Storck - 22

Mena Fulton - 22

Christopher  Wade - 25

Zechariah Farrar - 59

Chase Harper - 81

Keegan Solmos - 87

Bruce Pruitt - G

Philip Dydynski - 0

Bill MacDonald - 7

Matthew Garvey - 9

Kathy Nguyen - 11

Dylan Clark - 13

Shawn Hunt - 18

Shane Leamer - 19

Brett Parr - 24

Paul Morrison - 25

Pete Anderson - 34

Je�rey Moore - 88

Michael Morsovillo - 88

Arlie TenHove - no number

Jenn Pruitt - G

1 – Lee Akers
2 – Ben Forbes
3 – Taras Goshko
4 – Crystal Kor�
5 – Dan Miller
6 – Ryan O’Connor
7 – Ben VanDam
8 – John Ryall
9 – Dave Chester
10 - Craig Bandy

Coaches: Dan Ryan, Bill Cox, Ramsey Mayne

11 - Becky Whitehead
12 - Eric Spagnuolo
13 - J. Andre Chaintreuil
14 - Mike Yniguez
15 - Chris Johnston
16 - Nicholas Renn
17 - Chris Lada
18 - Kyle Ludden
19 - Jonathan Rice
20 - Spence Kraft

21 - Paul Sweany
22 - Bill Fultz
23 - Dan Brummert
24 - Logan Whitley
25 - Darby Goltzbach
26 - Sam Arnold 
27 - Jason Zeno
28 - Christopher Duzyk
29 - Josh Mann
30 - Liz Tafel

DR Award Winners
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